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Abstract.  In this paper we describe our team, Miya2, which is to participate in
the simulator league of RoboCup 98. Miya2 is characterized by soccer agents
that make individual tactical plays and passes by using communication between
players. In our experiments, 76.6% of passes made by Miya2 soccer agents were
passes made with communication. More specifically, 53.6% of passes are quick
passes made with communication in which the passers only used auditory
information without looking around for receivers.

1 Introduction

What is the next challenging problem to be solved by a computer after defeating a
human chess champion? Robot soccer is one of the relevant candidates for the
standard challenging problems in Artificial Intelligence.

At the Faculty of Engineering at Kinki University, we constructed a team, Miya2,
of synthetic soccer agents and will participate in the simulator league of RoboCup 98
(The World Cup Robot Soccer 98)[1]. In this short paper, we give a technical
description of our team. Team Miya2 is an improved version of team Miya, which
participated in RoboCup97 Nagoya[2]. Team Miya was characterized by individual
tactical plays[3]. Individual tactical plays do not require communication between
players, so the speed of passing was rapidly increased in RoboCup 97 games, and the
team sometimes behaved as if it had been taught some tactical plays. Team Miya
proceeded to the quarterfinal match and was one of the best eight teams in the
simulator league.

In Team Miya2, a kind of communic etween players is realized by using a
"say" command so that a passer can make to a receiver without looking around
for a receiver. This paper describes Tea
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in Team Miya for RoboCup97 Nagoya[2][3]. The main objective of our research on
Team Miya was to develop an agent model that satisfies the following two
requirements. The first requirement is that the cooperative actions of the agents be
expressed in a simple form that can be modified easily. The second requirement is
that the actions of the agents be quick and smooth in a real-time environment. Team
Miya proceeded to the quarterfinal match and was one of the best eight teams in
RoboCup97 Nagoya. This shows that the main objective was realized fairly well.

On Team Miya2, we implemented a kind of team play as a next step toward an
intelligent multi-agent system. We invented a pass with communication between a
passer and a receiver as a typical example of team play. Team Miya2 is expected to
show the importance of communication between agents to reach a team goal in an
multi-agent system.

3 Architecture

Figure 1 shows the architecture of a soccer client program controlling an agent on
Team Miya and Team Miya2. A client program receives visual and auditory
information, decides on an action, and compiles the action into a series of basic
commands prescribed by RoboCup 98 regulations[1].

Fig. 1. Architecture of a client program controlling a soccer agent on Team Miya and Team
Miya2
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4 Hierarchy of Actions

The second feature of Team Miya and Team Miya2 is a hierarchy of actions. Actions
are generally classified into four levels: strategy, tactics, individual play and basic
commands (Table 1). A higher-level action includes more players and requires
information in a wider range of time and space than a lower-level action. Coradeschi
et al.[4] and Tambe[5] expressed the relationship between actions as a decision tree.
We call such a decision tree an action tree. A soccer agent selects an action from the
action tree at each action cycle by analyzing visual and auditory information and by
considering the agent's current state. The action is then compiled into a series of basic
commands: kick, turn, dash, catch and say.

Table 1. Hierarchy of actions
Action Definition Examples

Level 4 Strategy Cooperative team action Rapid attack, Zone
defense

Level 3 Tactics Cooperative action by a few players
for a specific local situation

Centering pass,
Post play, Triangle pass

Level 2 Individual
play

Individual player skill Pass, Shoot, Dribble,
Clear

Level 1 Basic
command

Basic commands directly controlling
soccer agents

Kick, Turn, Dash,
Catch, Say

5 Individual Tactical Play

The action tree contains information on compiling. Tactic actions, however, require
communication between players and often slow the reactions of players in a real-time
environment like a soccer game. Therefore, we removed tactics and introduced
individual tactical plays into the action tree on Team Miya. In contrast to this, a pass
with communication between players is added on Level 3 for Team Miya2. The
hierarchy of the modified action tree used for Miya2 is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Modified hierarchy of actions
Action Definition Examples

Level 4 Strategy Cooperative team action Rapid attack,
Zone defense

Level 3 Tactics Cooperative action by a few players
for a specific local situation

Pass with
communication

Individual
tactical
play

Action of an individual player for a
specific local situation without
communication, but expecting
cooperation from a teammate

Safety pass,
Post play,
Centering pass

Level 2

Individual play Individual player skill Pass, Shoot,
Dribble, Clear

Level 1 Basic command Basic commands directly controlling
soccer agents

Kick, Turn,
Dash, Catch, Say
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Individual tactical play was introduced to reduce the delay time between
decisions and actions. The individual tactical play is defined as an action that an
individual plays in a specific local situation without communication from a teammate.
However, an agent expects some cooperation from a teammate in an individual
tactical play. For Team Miya and Team Miya2, we implemented three actions as
individual tactical plays: the safety pass, the centering pass and the post play. These
three plays speed up the tactical actions of the safety pass between two players, the
centering pass from a wing player, and the post play of a forward player.

6 Action Tree

According to the role given to the agent, each agent has its own action tree based on
the modified hierarchy shown in Table 2. An agent's next action is specified by
prioritized rules organized into its own action tree. An example of an action tree is
shown in Fig. 2. Here, if the node offense is selected, the firing conditions of action
nodes at levels 2 and 3 are checked. The knowledge of selecting actions at levels 2
and 3 are expressed as if-then rules in a C program. Examples of the firing conditions
include whether there are opponent players nearby, whether the player can kick the
ball, whether the ball is moving, whether the player can estimate his position
correctly, and whether the player can see the ball.

In addition to the if-then rules, some actions at levels 2 and 3 are prioritized. For
example, pass with communication, shoot, centering pass, safety pass and safety kick
have higher priority according to this order. The action selected by this is compiled
into a series of basic commands at level 1. The process of deciding an action at level 2
and the compiling procedure were described as action decision and compile in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Action tree used on Team Miya2
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7 Safety Pass and Safety Kick

The actions of level 2 are not unrelated to one another. The actions--shoot,
centering pass, post play, dribble and clear-- consist of two basic skills: the safety
pass and the safety kick. The safety pass is a skillful pass to a receiver so that it is not
easily intercepted by the opponents. Pass direction determined by machine learning
techniques is quite laborious[6]. However, the effectiveness of a learning system may
depend on its learning data, in this case the opponents' behavior. For this reason, we
use the following rules to determine which teammate to pass to. First, the distance
between passer and receiver should be smaller than 30. Second, a receiver should be
forward of the passer and in the visual field of the passer. Third, every angle between
a receiver and an opponent nearer than a receiver, should be more than 7.5 degrees.
These three conditions on Team Miya[3] are slightly modified on Team Miya2.

The safety kick is a skillful kick, which eludes interception by the opponents, in
the direction of the objective. An agent usually has a visual field with an angle of 90
degrees in its forward direction. Let us assume that an agent would like to kick a ball
in the forward direction. We divide a region with an angle of –45 degrees to +45
degrees in the forward direction into seven equal fans. An agent searches the seven
fan regions for opponents and selects the fan that has no opponents and is closest in
the forward direction. The agent kicks the ball into the center of the selected fan
region. In the case of Team Miya[3], we checked a region with an angle of –35
degrees to +35 degrees. Accordingly, a wider region is checked on Team Miya2 and a
kick is safer than on Team Miya.

8 Pass with Communication

Let us assume a situation of a passer and a receiver as shown in Fig.3. Here, there is a
pass-course line, which is a straight line connecting the ball and a receiver. The
distance from an opponent player i to the pass-course line is denoted by hi . If all hi's
are larger than a certain value, which is set at 4 in this case, then the receiver requires
the passer to pass the ball by a say command. The distance hi can be easily calculated
as hi =|di sinqi|, where the distance di between the receiver and an opponent player i
and the angle qi between the ball and an opponent player i are included in the visual
information that the receiver gets from the soccer server.

After receiving the pass request from the receiver, the passer can pass the ball to
the receiver without searching for the receiver. This is because every piece of
message data that a player gets from the soccer server as auditory information
includes a direction to the player who sent the message. Consequently, a passer can
sometimes make a pass to a receiver who is not in the visual field of the passer on
Team Miya2. We call this kind of pass a quick pass with communication.
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Fig. 3. Pass with communication

9 Experiments

In this section, we describe two experiments on counting the number of kicks, safety
passes and two kinds of passes with communication between players. In each
experiment, the numbers of the four plays were counted in ten actual simulation
games.

First, ten games between Miya2 and Miya2 were played. In Experiment 1, the
function of passes with communication were taken off. For each game, a ratio r1(i)
(i=1,...,10), which is defined as r1(i)=Npass0 /Nkick*100 was calculated. In this definition,
Npass0 is the number of safety passes and Nkick is the number of kicks made in one
game. The average of r1(i) was 18.2%. This means that only 18.2% of kicks are done
for passes on Team Miya2 if any communication is not used for passes.

Second, another set of ten games were played between Miya2 and Miya2. In
Experiment 2, the following three values were calculated for the ten games: r2(i)=Npass

/Nkick*100, r3(i)=Npass1 /Npass*100 and r4(i)=Npass2 /Npass*100. In this definition, Npass1

and Npass2 are the number of passes with communication and quick passes with
communication made in one game, respectively. The variable Npass is the sum of Npass0

, Npass1 and Npass2 . As a result of Experiment 2, we obtained the values: 36.7%, 76.6%
and 53.6% for the averages of the variables r2(i), r3(i) and r4(i), respectively. From
this, it follows that the ratio of passes to kicks are almost doubled by introducing
communication between players because most of the passes, 76.6%, are passes with
communication. Moreover, more than 50% of passes are quick passes with
communication on Team Miya2.
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10 Summary

Team Miya2 was designed to quicken reactions in a dynamically changing
environment. For this purpose, individual tactical plays and a pass with
communication between players are introduced on Team Miya2. In our experiments,
76.6% of passes made by Miya2 soccer agents are passes with communication. In
more than 50% of the passes, passers used only the auditory communication with
receivers who are not in the visual fields of the passers. These frequent quick passes
without searching for receivers will realize a long chain of rapid passes such as a
triangle pass.

Consequently, Team Miya2 was one of the best six teams in RoboCup98 Japan
Open(Tokyo, April 1998) and one of the best sixteen teams in RoboCup98
Paris(France, July 1998).

However, we believe that our next goal should be the creation of a team of client
programs equipped with Artificial Intelligence techniques such as machine learning,
inference and coordination in a multi-agent system. This goal will be achieved by
building on the basic techniques invented for soccer agents on Team Miya2.
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